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*Afro-American Fiction Writers after 1955*. Edited by Thadious M. Davis and Trudier Harris. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1984. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 33)* *(Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554v.33*


*Afro-American Poets since 1955*. Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1985. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 41)* 810.3 D554 v.41

*Afro-American Writers After 1955: Dramatists and Prose Writers*. Edited by Thadious M. Davis and Trudier Harris. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1985. *(Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 38)* *(Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554v.38*
Afro-American Writers before the Harlem Renaissance. Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1986. (Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 50) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554v.50

Afro-American Writers from the Harlem Renaissance to 1940. Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1987. (Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 51) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554v.51

Afro-American Writers, 1940-1955. Edited by Trudier Harris and Thadious M. Davis. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1988. (Dictionary of Literary Biography; v. 76) (Encyclopedia case) 810.3 D554v.76
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*Black Authors and Published Writers Directory.* Rochester Hills, MI: Grace Adams, 1994-. Annual. [Latest volume in Reference.]  

*Black Drama* [electronic resource]: *1850 to present.* 2nd ed. Alexandria, VA: Alexander Street Press, 2005-.  
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Fouch, Deborah Smith. *Everett Leroi Jones (Imamu Ameer Baraka)*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971. MAIN L016.8115 J77f

Fowler, Carolyn. *Black Arts and Black Aesthetics: A Bibliography*. 2nd ed. (Georgia?): First World, 1981. 016.7001 F785b


George Lamming: A Select Bibliography. Cave Hill, Barbados: Main Library, University of the West Indies, 1980. L016.8239 L232Zg
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Spearman, Marie. *Richard Nathaniel Wright*. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 1971?(Center for African and African American Studies. CAAS Bibliography, no. 4.)  
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Yancy, Preston M. *The Afro-American Short Story: A Comprehensive, Annotated Index with Selected Commentaries*. Westport: Greenwood Pr., 1986 016.81301 Y21a
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